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Hills and Hollers:

The Importance of Place

in Lee Smith's Novels Set in Appalachia
Introduction
Lee Smith, author of several novels set in the
Appalachian region of her girlhood, is quoted in a 1985
issue of Publishers Weekly as saying, "I'm very
interested in place and how that affects character
1 1).
. . . " (Lodge 1

Smith, who grew up in Grundy,

Virginia, a small town in the Appalachian Mountains,
uses in her works of fiction a number of place names
from her home region.

In her novels set in this

particular area of the United States the author creates
characters who portray the tribulations imposed on them
by the harshness of the landscape as well as the joys
reaped from its rugged beauty.
Smith wrote her first novel The Last Day the
Dogbushes Bloomed (1968) while a senior at Hollins
College in Roanoke, Virginia, one of the places she
mentions often in her work.

Since writing this novel,

Smith has written seven others, five of which are set in
Of these five,

the Appalachian region of Virginia.
three, Oral History (1983), Fir and

(1988), and The D vil's Dr am (1992), ar
hills and hollows (hall r) of
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Smith writes knowledgeably and passionately of her home
region.

Even though she now resides in North Carolina,

Smith exhibits the keen sensibility to bring the
Appalachian landscape to life for her readers.
Indeed, place is an extremely important literary
element in her Appalachian novels.

Similar to numerous

other writers of the genre of Southern Literature, Smith
writes about the locality that is familiar to her.

In

deciding to write about her home region, Smith was
influenced by several Southern writers, primarily James
still, who attributes great significance to place in his
Appalachian novels, set in Kentucky where he has lived
since the 1930s.

In this study I will show how exposure

to Still's works as well as those of several other
southern writers, particularly Eudora Welty, helped
smith focus on the importance of place in her own
fiction.

Next, I will trace the development of Smith's

attention to place in her novels and the evolution of
its importance in them.

Last, and most extensively, I

will demonstrate how place in Smith's novels set in
Appalachia not only affects her characters but also
shapes who they are, ultimately showing how their love
and hatred of the "hills and the holl rs" bring th m to
life for the reader.

I will focu

History, Fair and Tend r L
and, as appropriat , Bl ck Moun
Linen.
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Chapter 1
Place and Other Influences on the Fiction
of Lee Smith

When they examine Lee Smith's fiction, it is
customary for critics to refer to the influences of
Eudora Welty and William Faulkner on Smith regarding
Smith's fictive piece of

place in her writing.

Appalachia, based partly on her native Buchanan County,
Virginia, is frequently compared to Welty's fictional
territory, set in rural Mississippi, and Faulkner's
imaginary Yoknapatawpha County.

Smith agrees that her

fiction has been influenced by both authors,
particularly Welty.

However, she credits a much less

recognized Appalachian author, James Still, whose work
she discovered while a student at Hollins College, with
having the greatest influence on her decision to write
about the familiar:

her native Appalachian landscape.

Although it would be a number of years before this
influence manifested itself in Smith's writing, Still's
work made such an impression on her that she eventually
could not deny her paternal heritage.

Smith's father's

family can be traced back at least four gener tions to
the early days of the rugged frontier territory in th
Appalachian Mountains of Virginl .
series Dorothy Hill explain
rich mountain heritage:

"L e

surrounded by the Smith cl n

Twayn

In

w r n

Smith'

p nt h r
h

h

h'l
w

h ir to
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rich supply of stories" (5).

Thus, with the influnece

of James Still's writing combined with her willingness
to share her heritage, Smith began to place her fiction
in Appalachia.

Smith's first novel set in Appalachia

was Oral History (1983), followed by Fair and Tender
Ladies (1988) and The Devil's Dream (1992).

Two other

novels, Black Mountain Breakdown (1980) and Family Linen
(1985), are set in the twentieth century on the
periphery of the Appalachian Mountains.

However, the

former three, which begin in the nineteenth century, are
set in the heart of Smith's fictive country, tracing the
lives of the characters who live in the hills and
hollers of this country.
Before Smith gained the confidence necessary to
write about her native region, she spent a number of
years attempting to write about more exotic places,
which were very different from the rugged coal mining
region of her childhood.

She thought people would not

be interested in reading about ordinary places such as
Grundy and its surrounding bucolic hills and hollows.
Therefore, as a freshman in college, when challenged by
her professors to produce creativ
about glamorous made-up places.

fiction,
Whil

at Holl'n

college as a requirement for h r ·ng i h
read Eudora Welty, Willi m F ulkn r, F
and Carson McCull r :
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She did not, however, read any works by the Kentucky
author James Still,
[whose] work is part of the literary flowering
in the American South during the late 1920s
and early 1930s, which included Thomas Wolfe,
William Faulkner, and Kentuckians Elizabeth
Madox Roberts, Jesse Stuart, Harriette Simpson
Arnow, Caroline Gordon, Allen Tate, Cleanth
Brooks, and Robert Penn Warren.

(Miller 856)

Smith, an avid reader, discovered Still's work outside
the classroom without the guidance of her professors.
At that point in her life as a college student, Smith
had no inkling that James Still's novel River of Earth
(1940), set in Appalachia, would be a catalyst years
later for her placing a number of her own novels in the
Appalachian region.
Smith fondly recalls the discovery of River of
Earth, which makes several references to her hometown
Grundy, Virginia:

r

did not ever hear anybody mention his [James

still's] work, but it has always been my habit
to read a great deal, to read kind of
indiscriminately.

cam

I

book River of Earth

b olut ly by my

the library, and wh n I r
like going home, ju t
h

used

nd so on.

moving book, and in

upon his (Still'

d it,
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Baldridge family] were going to Grundy.

I

just went crazy; I just burst into tears.

It

was somehow seeing the name of Grundy in a
book that made me think that I might write
about Grundy.

It just never occurred to me

that Grundy could be in a book, a novel,
I loved

published by a New York publisher.

that book, and that book made an enormous
impression on me

. although, it would be

years before I would be able to move on from
there.

I just sort of have always had a

copy of it [River of Earth] with me wherever I
go.

It is one of the absolutely best novels

ever written as regards place.

The

characters' lives are so determined by place
as is true of Appalachia in general.
(Interview)
The references to Grundy in River of Earth occur at
the conclusion of the novel when the Baldridge family,
the main characters in the story, must once again make a
move, following the closing of the coal mines in eastern
Kentucky.

The father of the Baldridge family speaks the

efficacious words which h d such a pow rful

ff ct on

Smith:
I been hearing of

n w m'n

head o' Kentucky Riv r,
Grundy, its n me i .

h n

n y n
Hi·'�

I un
f

h
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to Grundy, three day's travel.
our belongings.

Can't haul all

We'll sell and give away.

We've got to begin over again.
start from scratch.

We're moving from

Blackjack to somewheres.
Grundy.

We've got to

Might's well be

(Still 241-42)

Besides Still's use of the name Grundy having affected
Smith so forcefully, his characters' Appalachian
dialect, indisputably connected to place, as well as his
use of regional place names also had a compelling effect
on her.
Similar to Still, Smith uses the Appalachian
dialect, where appropriate, in her novels set in this
region.

In The Devil's Dream, Smith begins her first

chapter in the voice of old man Ira Keen, who is
speaking in mountain dialect:
Speak up.

"That the one you mean?

Well, that thar's 'The Preacher's Son,' and

I'll play it plumb through fer you by and by, but first
I'll tell ye how come I was to write it in the first
This faithfulness to the true voice of the

place" (17).

Appalachian people is one of the aspects of Still's work
that Smith emulates with a keen sensitivity.
In his novel River of E rth, Still writ
telling the story of the Baldri

nd th 'r h rd hi

in the coal mining country of K ntu ky.

Li.k

Smith also sets (p rt' 1 y) on

V
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eastern west Virginia.

In this novel, Smith creates

Fox--who must bear the
characters--Ivy Rowe and Oakley
e in the coal camps, but
tribulations of the harsh lif
n as well as the serenity
who also share the exultatio
ifully rugged landscape back home
derived from the beaut
n Virginia. In these novels,
on sugar Fork in wester
ilar name regarding the setting
both authors use a sim
In River of Earth, the
mps.
for the coal mining ca
es, among a number of other places,
Baldridge family liv
Similarly, in
nes in Kentucky.
at the Blue Diamond mi
, Ivy and Oakley live for a time
Fair and Tender Ladies
mond, West Virginia. Also, in River
at the mines in Dia
Hurricane Creek, and in Oral History
of Earth there is a
ane Mountain.
there is a Hurric
similar names in their works, both
As well as using
e place names familiar to them,
still and Smith us
r native areas. In River of Earth,
gathered from thei
from his locality in Kentucky such as
still uses names
In the same
k and Little Carr [Creek].
Troublesome cree
numerous place names from her native
way, smith uses
for example: Grassy Creek (Oral
Buchanan county,
Knob ( Fair and Tender Ladies), and
History), Pilgrim
m
uch
d
he Devil's Dream), an na
Dismal [River] (T
r f r
ain] nd Ind'an Gap,
Hurricane [Mount
"'I
nd
p in both Or 1 II i.
Indian Grave Ga
m
t
y
g in ti l'
smith, followin
Dream.
g :i u ~ .inc h
hibits th sarn
years later, ex
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write steadfastly of the region that she loves and knows
Unlike Still, however, Smith is known as the

so well.

quintessential Appalachian author of her time.

The

critic Frances Taliaferro gives evidence of this by
calling her novel Oral History a "portrait of a corner
of America that I'm coming to think of as Lee Smith
country" (Hill 13).

As an emissary for the Appalachian

region, Smith (like Still to her) has been an
inspiration to fledgling authors such as Denise
Giardina, whose novel Storming Heaven is set in the
Appalachian coal mining country of West Virginia.
Giardina, attributing to Smith the success of the modern
Appalachian novel says,

11

Smith

. continues to reveal

a beautiful, awful, and misunderstood land to the world"
(Hill

15).

Before Smith could become an inspiration to other
writers regarding Appalachia, however, she first had to
come to the realization that her readers would enjoy
fiction that was set in the ordinary places of her home
region.

Besides James Still's profound influence on

smith in regard to writing about the familiar, Eudora
Welty also contributed to Smith's writing about home.
Welty's influence regarding place, like Still'
however, did not come to fruition unt'
years after Smith h d re d

w

lty'

numb r o·

Ln

w

fact in her freshman ye r o· co
privilege of hearing

w

lty r

to accept the Hollin s Med 1.

mi h

d wh n

How

n

V

h

m
,
m -h

ll

l ln
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she did not realize the significance of this opportunity
until later that year:
She [Welty] gave a reading in my freshman
[English] class, which was amazing because we
[the students] did not know at that time who
she was.

We really didn't know.

Suddenly the

back of the room was full of strangers.

we

knew something was up, but it was actually a
little bit later in the year that I really
read all of her stories, and they just knocked
me out. .

I remember The Golden Apples

that I just read, again and again. .

I

was, of course, inspired to do that by hearing
her [Welty] read .

. .

She had an influence

on me deciding to write at that point when I
was a freshman.

I was trying to write, but I

was writing horrible stuff, completely made-up
stuff.

She had an influence on getting me to

write more realistically, for sure, although I
didn't get to any specifically Appalachian
material at that point.

I wrote some things

that were true about my family and me, but
they could have been s t anywh r
south.

in th

( rntervi w)

g
At this point, aft r r adin W l
Smith's imagina tion was captur
n by wh r
writer's characters tha

i. '

rno
thy

u· lly

iv d.
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It was

e xpo sur e

to W elty and her works, at this

e arly

g, that helped h er realize that
stag e in smith's writin
Smith
good fictio n writing.
the mundane co uld mak e
's co mmo nplac e charact ers made an
talks abo ut how W elty
impr ession
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her:

It was th e kind
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p eopl e, I think, that she

was so important to
[W elty] wro te abo ut that
t that all the p eople I
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It was the
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such gr eat stori
e kind of lif e she wrote
characters and th
just ess entially small town
about, which was
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rural lif e, do
( Int erview)
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characters in her fictive Morgana, Mississippi, setting
Comparably, at

for most of the stories in the novel.

the beginning of The Devil's Dream, Smith provides her
readers with a family tree of her main characters, and
in Oral History she begins each book of the novel with a
flowering family tree of the principal characters.

Like

Welty, Smith creates provincial characters such as Katie
Cocker (The Devil's Dream), who yearns to get away from
her rural environment and overprotective mother.
Smith's Katie is similar to Welty's strong-willed Virgie
Rainey (The Golden Apples), who fights to keep from
being smothered by her small town surroundings.

Both

a musical talent;

Katie and Virgie share another trait:

for Katie, the ticket out; for Virgie, a potential one.
Like Welty's characters, most of Smith's
Early in Smith's

characters, too, are ordinary people.

writing career, Welty, indeed, did have an influence on
Smith's choosing her character types.

Conversely, it

was sometime later before Smith gave much attention to
place regarding Welty 's insistence on the importance of
locating those character types in the familiar: the
author's place of origin.
y "Pl c

If Smith had read Welty'� promin nt
Fiction" during college, sh
the necessary insight to writ
closest to her h art, but sh
years later, after she h d

in d

might h v
bou
d'd n
lr

y w

h

n
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w
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Smith's words help
d the essay.
Appalachia, that she rea
e regarding insight: "I read
to corroborate this premis
several years ago. I did not
it ["Place in Fiction"]
ugh, I think it might hav e made
read it in college; tho
to get in touch with the
me bolder about trying

re" (Interview).
Appalachian literatu
ce in Fiction," Welty talks about
In her essay "Pla
place, which is often taken for
the importance of
en the eminence in the scheme of
granted and not giv
for instance. As an advocate
things as plot is,
however, Welty makes a valid case in
promoting place,
She declares:
its defense.
re of itself that fiction is
It is by the natu

the local. The internal
all bound up in
is surely that feelings are
reason for that
ace. The human mind is a mass
bound up in pl
s--associations more poetic even
of association
The truth is, fiction
than actual.
(Welty 118).
life on place.
depends for its
ding place's worthy position in
Besides defen
Welty also counsels those
ers in general,
ad
re
to
n
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ct
fi
She
the writers.
dealings with place,
ct
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o
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sible that the plac
both natural and sen
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I certainly do [agree with Welty], and I don't
think that we really have any choice in this
matter because I think that whatever we have
to say is whatever is most truly ours and
separates us from everyone else in the world.
That has everything to do with the
circumstances into which we are born,
both our family of origin and the place where
we are born.

(Interview)

Before reading Welty's essay on place, Smith had
come to the conclusion, with Still's influence, that her
place of origin, Appalachia, was noteworthy enough to be
the setting of her fiction.

For Smith, reading the

essay, however, reinforced the wisdom of her decision.
It helped Smith to know that her sentiments are
compatible with such an exemplary author as Welty.
Ironically, even though Welty is such an eminent
proponent of the importance of place in fiction, it is
the unsung author James Still who is more responsible
for smith's choosing to locate her novels in her native
Appalachia, a place passionately loved by both writers.
Besides Still's and Welty's aff cting Smith's
writing, there are several other author
notable impression on Smith.

Two of

who h v

F. nn
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In an acceptance speech on receiving the

her writing.

Georgia Writers' Association Scroll for her novel The
Violent Bear It Away, Flannery O'Connor said:
Today, every self-respecting Southern college
has itself an arts festival where Southern
writers can be heard and where they are
actually read and commented upon, and people
in general see now that the type of serious
southern writer is no longer someone who
leaves and can't come home again, or someone
who stays and is not quite appreciated, but
someone who is a part of what he writes about
and is recognized as such.

(56)

smith agrees that O'Connor's definition of the
serious southern writer, "someone who is a part of what
[s)he writes about and is recognized as such," applies
to her personally (Interview).

In fact, Smith refers to

O'Connor's book of essays, Mystery and Manners,
containing the previous speech, as a valuable resource
for someone studying the Southern writer's vision of
place.

However, when discussing O'Connor's influence on

her in respect to fiction writing, Smith talks about
theme instead of place:
I feel like I hav
in sorn
way.

h d

way and a J<ind

And ju t th

ort
O'

Wey

I me n thematically, I f
big influ nee on rn
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uncompromising look that she takes on human
nature.

She doesn't pretty anything up .

.

.

.

What I get out of it [her work] is a
sensibility about God and about sort of the
nature of things, which is one that I would
share .

. life is really hard and, it's real

hard to be good.

A lot of times you can't be

unless a gun is pointed at your head.

Still

there's a lot of amusement to be seen, and r
know there's something that's just in my mind
that is real in tune with her work
thematically.

I've always liked to have a

good time, but I've always had a sort of dark
view.

( Interview)

In relation to the thematic influence produced by
O'Connor, smith's themes in all three Appalachian novels
certainly do reflect both the dark side and the light
side:

a witch's curse, death (murder and suicide),

superstition as well as undying love and family devotion
(Oral History); poverty, adultery, insanity along with
endurance and forgiveness (Fair and Tender Ladies);
selfishness and duplicity, contrast d with magnanimity
and sincerity (The Devil's Dr am).
Like O'Connor, car�on McCull r

1 o h

on smith regarding fiction writin , bu·
tangible one according to

mith:

· · i.

n
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I would say that O'Connor's influence on me
was thematic to a big extent, sort of
existential, and with Carson Mccullers, I
don't even know how to put this.

The thing

that I retain and that always just stuck with
me so much is there's some sort ·of sense of
longing that seems to me to just cling to
that work and a sense of always being

a

a ll

little

bit alienated--a little bit out in the cold-- a
little bit something, which is in a sense the
I think that's the way

way I always felt.

everybody who is a writer really feels bec a use
you are there, but you are also looking a
little bit harder than everybody else. .
There is one line from Carson Mcculler th a t
just goes through my head very frequently.
It's just something from--I'm not even sure
which it's from.
sad Cafe.

Maybe it's The B a ll a d of the
I don't know, but there is

something about Mccullers that I re a lly
identify with.

( Interview)

In her book sacred Groves and Rava ed Gardens: The
on McCull rs
Fiction of Eudora Welty, Cars

and =F�l�a�'-'-'='-�

d nounc
Q'Connor, Louise Westling
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h

in her fiction:
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Addams and an Amazon as fearless as Amelia
Evans, Carson McCullers's fictional geography
is very limited.

Mick and Frankie are stifled

in blazing hot Southern towns, and because we
never see Miss Amelia anywhere else, we also
tend to picture her in her airless hamlet.
(179)

Perhaps because McCullers's place in her fiction is so
restrictive, Smith was less influenced by this aspect of
McCullers's writing.
Along with O'Connor and Mccullers, there are
several other authors who have had an effect on Smith's
writing.

In fact, three of these writers--Wilma

Dykeman, Harriette Simpson Arnow, and Cormack McCarthy-
share the distinction of being Appalachian writers with
smith, who attributes all three with having, to some
extent, an influence on her regarding place in her
fiction writing:
shortly after college, I found out about her
[Wilma Dykeman] and started reading her.
Also, I never heard of her in college either,
Harriette Arnow.
Tho

Maker.
an influ nc

She [Arnow] wrote Th

on m

two writ r

that [his nov 1)

c rt inly

aft r

'v

read Cormack McCarthy w'th
admiration, an
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novel.

But I didn't start

reading McCarthy until the 1980's, so I was
already writing [about Appalachia].
Finally, the catalog of authors who have had an
influence on Lee Smith concerning her use of place in
fiction writing would be incomplete without including
William Faulkner.

Smith, like Faulkner, creates a

fictive piece of architecture, a place for her
characters to act out their dramas.

In his book

Faulkner's Fictive Architecture: The Meaning of Place in
the Yoknapatawpha Novels, William T.

Ruzicka explains

how Faulkner is able to create such an authentic fictive
place as his Yoknapatawpha County:
The reasons for Faulkner's particular talent
in the use of fictive space and place are
Several are

numerous and related.

characteristics of the native Southerner.
There is, for one thing, an intense perception
and understanding of history not as dates and
facts, but in a 'personal and dramatic' way,
through the stories of family ancestors and
their involvement in the political and social
nurturing of th

country.
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territory in her novels.

Smith states,

"I was always

collecting lore and taping my relatives and writing
things down; collecting Appalachian books, papers and
letters" (Interview).

In fact, the story line for Fair

and Tender Ladies is based on someone's memoirs,
contained in a bundle of letters that Smith acquired at
a yard sale.

Thus, both Faulkner and Smith seem to

share the ability to make the real seem imaginary and
the imaginary seem real.
In summary, it is evident that a number of writers
have had an influence on Lee Smith's fiction writing.
However, not all of these authors have had the same
degree or type of influence on Smith.

Eudora Welty

opened Smith's eyes to the fact that she could write
about ordinary, mundane people, similar to real people
Smith knew, and her readers would approve.
have.

And they

Smith found that in her writing she shares an

affinity for dark themes with Flannery O'Connor, and
that she identifies with Carson McCullers's sense of
being a little alienated from her work.

In addition to

these authors, William Faulkner, who has created a valid
fictive world in his Yoknapat wpha County, provid s a
model for Smith, who, simil r to F ulkn r, u
data to cone iv
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Smith.

Although these three have produced an effect on

Smith's use of place in her writing, they, along with
the other four novelists, have not had the profound
effect on Smith that James Still has, for he is the one
who inspired Smith to write about her little piece of
the world:

Grundy, Virginia.

Through his own use of

indigenous settings, Still showed Smith that she, too,
could weave her absorbing tales into the irregular
texture of the Appalachian landscape.

She has done this

and continues to do so with tremendous success.
Finally, it is Still's book River of Earth, that she
keeps always with her, which has had such a forceful
effect on Smith regarding place.

Chapter 2
Place:

From Barren Ground to Fertile Landscape

In the twenty-four year interval between the
publication of Lee Smith's first novel, The Last Day the
Dogbushes Bloomed (1968), and her most recent one, The
Devil's Dream (1992), Smith advanced from merely
sketching a nondescript, barren landscape in her first
novel, using her imagination only, to painting a vivid,
fertile land heritage in her last, employing fully her
personal knowledge of the Appalachian territory.

Smith

comments on the dramatic change in her attitude
concerning the importance of using this rich Appalachian
landscape as the setting in her fiction:
When I was writing like so many young writers,
I think, I was writing more out of my own head
and my own imagination.

The first book

was about a little girl giving up the world of
the imagination--giving up childhood.
To paraphrase something from the beginning of
The Devil's Dream, that statement that Katie
Cocker makes at the first part of that book
when she is being interviewed at th
Hotel, in a certain way, coul
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your people were and all that kind of thing.
I think, when you are young [you believe]
. . that whole American myth:

you can go

make yourself up any way you want to.

But

more and more, it [my Appalachian heritage]
has come to me to seem important.

I

have felt very strongly that I wanted to write
about things that were important to me; in a
way to make a document, too, so they won't be
lost.

(Interview)

Indeed, Smith has become an influential documentarian of
her Appalachian region, helping to keep its valuable
heritage alive by placing her fiction there.
Before Smith began to place her fiction in
Appalachia, however, she gave little attention to where
she placed her characters.

During this period Smith

wrote three novels: The Last Day the Dogbushes Bloomed
(1968), Something in the Wind (1971), and Fancy Strut
(1973).

The first of these, written while Smith was a

senior at Hollins College, does not give a single
reference to any specific geographical place.

Although

the second novel places the female protagonist at the
University of North Carolina, at le st giving th
a reference point regard'n
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importance.

However, even though Smith uses a specific

setting in her third novel, she has yet to place her
fiction in the Appalachian territory she knows so
intimately, but with the writing of Fancy strut she
begins to realize that she can combine successfully her
two writing loves: reporting nonfiction and creating
fiction.

Smith tells how this realization evolved:
With that book [Fancy Strut), huge doors
opened up in my mind in terms of possibilities
because I began to see that this other part of
me that loved being a reporter was not
necessarily excluded from writing fiction.
So, after that, I sort of got really
interested in .

. putting in things that I

had only thought .

. . I might someday use in

nonfiction (a little bit with Black Mountain
Breakdown and a lot with Oral History) because
I've always had this huge avocation for
history and folklore.

So, somehow I was able

to incorporate this love of writing fiction
and this other love of gathering up stuff that
I gue s I feel like I've

interests me.

been a kind of report r in

heritag
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first places them, tenuously, on the fringes of this
rich territory.

With the influence of James Still's use

of Grundy, Virginia, starting to emerge, Smith begins
this new approach toward place with her fourth novel,
Black Mountain Breakdown (1980).
It is, in fact, a place much like Smith's own
hometown of Grundy that she creates as a backdrop for
Early in

the characters in Black Mountain Breakdown.

the novel, the omniscient narrator describes the area
In this

where Crystal Spangler, the protagonist, lives.

illustration, Crystal and her best friend Agnes are
sitting in the swing on Agnes's front porch:
If they [Crystal and Agnes] want to talk
they have to talk loud, over the noise of the
traffic, because the road is not far from the
front of the houses although the back yards
are sizable, big enough for gardens, vast for
children.

And there is a lot of traffic:

460

is the only real road that runs through these
mountains, going from Richlands, Virginia, up
into the Black Rock area, following first the
Dismal River and then the Levisa, winding and
climbing up and then back down into Pik vill
Kentucky.
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anything resembling flat land is so hard to
come by, must be bulldozed out and created.
Crystal sees the map of this country in her
mind; she has studied it in school.
diamond shape.

A ragged

Heavily inhabited where it is

inhabited, with people piled up all along the
creeks while whole mountains and mountainsides
go empty and wild.

Crystal rocks and thinks

about the wild places, how it would be there.
They say that the first man who ever settled
this country was a trapper named Stigner who
lived in a big hollow tree up near the bend of
Slate Creek.

(Smith

9)

Like the fictitious hometown that Smith creates for
her heroine Crystal, Grundy also hugs Highway 460, with
the rugged Appalachian mountains rising sharply above
Smith's family home as well as the rest of the town.
Perhaps Smith is comfortable with her first attempt at
using her native Appalachia as the setting in Black
Mountain Breakdown because it is a close mirror image of
her own youthful niche, wedged between the hills and the
hollers of the mountains.

However, Smith i

ready to let her charact rs inh bit tho
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hills and hollers of Appalachia.

James Still's

influence on Smith regarding place finally manifests
itself in a prominent manner in Oral History, Smith's
fifth novel.
By the time Oral History (1983) is published, over
a decade has passed since the publication of Smith's
first novel, The Last Day the Dogbushes Bloomed (1968),
a book void of any identity with a specific geographical
place.

The epitome of Smith's imaginary landscape in

this novel is seen through the eyes of Susan, the child
protagonist, as she shares with the reader the
description of her secret hiding place:
The wading house was not a real house.

It was

a soft, light green tree, a willow, that grew
The way the

by the bank of the stream.

branches came down, they made a little house
inside them.

The land and the tiny river were

both inside the house, and it was the only
wading house in the world, and I was the only
It was a very special

one that knew about it.
place.

(12)

In contrast with The Last .Qgy the Do bushes Bloomed, in
a rich land c pe
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first page of chapter one and continuing to the very
last page of the book.

Regarding place Oral History is,

indeed, the antithesis of The Last Day the Dogbushes
Bloomed.

With her fifth novel, Smith has finally

developed her own style of writing--reporting
nonfiction, while simultaneously creating fiction--based
on her astute sensitivity to her Appalachian heritage.
A model of Smith's newly developed style of
writing, initiated with Oral History, is found in the
first chapter of the novel.

Through the voice of Granny

Younger, the first of many voices in the novel, the
reader discovers Smith's new fictive country:
But up on Hurricane, where I live, now
that's as pretty a place as you please.
Grassy Creek running down it, all them
little falls, why it is music to your ears
just walking up Grassy Creek.

It is
It is

pussywillow and Indian Paint.

swimming holes with water so clear you can
see straight down to the bottom.

They

never was any water bettern Grassy Creek.
Then you get on up, you'v

got your o k,

your chestnut, your tulip t
trees
shin
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I've got my own holler, mind.
And Snowman, over on the other side of Hoot
Owl Holler, why Snowman's the biggest of
all.

They's a rocky cliff the other side

of Snowman, looking down into West
Virginia, that's the spitting image of a
If you want to go to West

man.

Virginia, you follow the trace over Indian
Grave Gap and down Coon Branch and into
Roseann where the lumber company's at.
(24-25)
By skillfully using place names and mountain dialect in
her fifth novel Oral History, Smith depicts a vivid
picture of Appalachia, thus, giving her the chance both
to create fiction as well as document important
information about Appalachia.
After publishing Oral History in 1983, Smith
quickly moves on with her writing career, publishing her
sixth novel Family Linen (1985) two years later.

Even

though Smith has established the perceptive ability to
place her fiction in the middle of Appalachia, she
removes herself from the heart of this region and once
again, as with Black Mountain Br
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gives Bob Diamond, a hypnotist she has gone to see
concerning her recurring headaches:
I [Sybill] manage a condominium complex,
twenty units.

The Oaks.

I teach at the

Roanoke Technical Institute, business English,
high-school equivalency classes, basic skills.
I'm the head of Language Arts.

I have twenty-

six thousand two hundred dollars in my savings
account and ten thousand dollars in my IRA.
I go to church, Betty and I go bowling.
I've been on a cruise before.
current events.

I keep up with

(Smith 7)

From this descriptive monologue, the reader might infer
that the characters are more important than the setting
in Family Linen.

Just as the mountains are seen at a

distance in the landscape of Family Linen, Smith seems
to distance herself from the nucleus of the Appalachian
territory to concentrate on other literary elements than
place.

Welty's influence regarding the use of ordinary

characters is quite possibly at work here on Smith.
However, Smith will turn her attention to placing her
characters in the Appalachian heartl nd one
her next novel Fair
Fortun tely for her read r ,

(1988).
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With the publication of her fifth novel Oral
History, Smith's gift for bringing the Appalachian hills
and hollers to life is revealed; with her seventh novel
Fair and Tender Ladies, it is confirmed.

Smith uses the

epistolary form in Fair and Tender Ladies to trace the
life of its heroine, Ivy Rowe.

Through her letters to

family and friends, spanning her lifetime, Ivy
illustrates the novel's setting, evoked by her genuine
love of the landscape.

Early in the novel, speaking in

her true Appalachian dialect, a young Ivy paints a
picture of the natural surroundings on her beloved Sugar
Fork; it is written to Hanneke, a potential pen pal from
Europe:
We live on a farm on the Sugar Fork of Home
Creek on Blue Star Mountain the clostest town
It is so pretty up

is Majestic, Virginia.

here but rigt now it is so cold.
We start out walking by the tulip tree and
the little rocky-clift ther on Pilgrim Knob
where the chickens runs but then we keep rigt
on going follering Sugar Fork for a while, you
get swallered up in ivy to where it is just
like nigt, but dir ckly you com
clear.
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spring but now in winter the grass is all
froze and you can feel it crunch down when you
We was having a

step, you can hear it too.
big time crunching it down.

When the sun

shined on it, it looked like diamond sticks, a
million million strong.

(Smith 14)

Just as Ivy, as a young girl, writes passionately
of her beloved Appalachia, she continues to do so
throughout the novel.

In fact, in the very last letter

of the novel, an elderly, dying Ivy speaks dreamily
about the landscape: "Right now I can see the forsythia
The ice is melting .

blooming under the snow.

.

I thought once I would go to Boston and see the
sights, instead I have lived here on this mountain

I

climbed it once, I went as high as you can go"
(Smith 316).

In Fair and Tender Ladies Smith's

employment of Ivy's voice to portray the Appalachian
landscape is especially effective because it is also
Smith's voice, describing the place for which she has
such an affinity.
Smith's continuing commitment to place her novels
in the Appalachian territory is m nifested in her mo t
recently published novel, Th
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chapters placed in both Louisiana and California.

Even

though Smith takes her characters away from Appalachia
at times, it is still this mountainous landscape that
embodies the importance of place in The Devil's Dream.
A central theme in The Devil's Dream is the power
of music.

Much of the music that resounds throughout

the pages of this novel is that of Appalachia: mountain
songs, hymns and ballads.

In this novel music is a

principal part of the lives of the characters, who work
hard all week.

Some reward themselves by dancing to

fiddling tunes in bars or barns on Saturday night while
others repent on Sunday by singing the old hymns at
church.

Indeed, the music and the mountains are

interconnected.

Smith wanted to write a novel about

mountain music.

She also wanted to use many of the

place names from her native Buchanan county, as she had
done in Oral History and Fair and Tender Ladies.

Smith

talks about putting these Appalachian place names in her
novels:
I get my county paper, The Virginia
Mountaineer, and read it religiously all the
time, specifically when I started with Oral
History and the other
Tender La
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names like .

. Blankenship and Ramey . . . I
I said

just wanted to put them all in a book.

I'll put

'I'll put all these names in a book.

Raven [The Devil's Dream) in a book; I'll put
everything in a book, and I did it.'
(Interview)
The Devil's Dream is certainly a testimony to Smith's
words, for she includes numerous Appalachian place names
in this novel.

Of all these names, the one used most

frequently is Grassy Branch.
The Bailey family, the principal family in The
Devil's Dream, lives on Grassy Branch.

Lizzie Bailey,

waiting to go to Europe with the Red Cross, fondly
recalls her girlhood days on Grassy Branch:
As if it were yesterday, I see our house set
on the gentle hill, a large double cabin . . .
the wide porch overlooking the yard and the
little road

. which winds around that bend

following Grassy Branch itself.
I still hear Grassy Branch itself, running and
gurgling along over the big rocks where I sit
in the sun and dangle my f
cold water.
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Grassy Branch as she thinks of Lizzie who is now dead:
"Losing Lizzie was awful, too, but that was different
because Lizzie was a grown woman and she'd been gone
from home so long.

In a way it was like they'd lost

Lizzie when she first left Grassy Branch" (Smith 119).
Besides Grassy Branch, some of the other Appalachian
place names used in The Devil's Dream are Holly Springs,
Indian Grave Gap, Dismal River, Cold Spring Holler, Lone
Bald Mountain, and Cemetery Mountain.

Once again Smith

brings the Appalachian landscape to life for her readers
by masterfully placing her characters in the heart of
this region.
In the process of moving from a barren ground in
The Last Day the Dogbushes Bloomed to a fertile
landscape in The Devil's Dream, Lee Smith develops her
own fictive country, based on her native Appalachia.
Place, which is of no importance in Smith's first novel,
evolves by the eighth novel into the essence of the
story.

Smith's three Appalachian novels, Oral History,

Fair and Tender Ladies, and The Devil's Dream, exemplify
the wild yet beautiful Appalachian region.

By reporting

as well as creating, Smith breathes life into the hills
and hollers of her homeland on the pag s of h r novels.
Indeed, Lee Smith has b com
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on the characters will validate the importance of place
in Smith's three novels set in Appalachia.

Chapter 3
Smith's Fictive Territory:
How It Affects Her Characters

"The Appalachian mountaineer has a close
relationship with his natural surroundings, his own
piece of land, the home he lives in.
cannot be measured by a map .

This closeness

. nor summarized on a

deed or mortgage, nor translated into dollar value on a
county tax list.

The mountaineer's way of 'living with

the land' is so intensely personal that it discourages
interpretation by the norms of mass society.

In

Appalachia man and nature interact intimately.

The

mountaineer holds his st yle because it creates for him
satisfactions and happiness not available elsewhere.
The land for him is not an idea or abstraction but a
sacred mystery with enormous power and durability.

To

change or transform it would be to destroy his sense of
safety." (Opie 113-14).

This description of the

Appalachian mountaineer is not taken from the pages of
one of Lee Smith's novels but, instead, is an excerpt
from an essay presented by John Opie

t th

Appalachian

Symposium in 1977.
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knowed exactly where Almarine was when he was
little, I could give you a good idea.
He'd be down on Grassy Creek all by hisself
most likely, seeing how the water ran over the
rocks and how cold it kept in summer, or he'd
be up in the crook of the biggest sycamore
there at the bend afore the trace starts down
through the spruce-pines, a-setting up there
still as a little old owl for hours and hours
just waiting to see if anybody ever come up
the trace, which nobody ever did.
(Smith 17)
Almarine grows up in Hoot Owl Holler, in the shadow
of three mountains: Hurricane, Snowman, and Hoot Owl.
Left on his own to explore this rugged landscape,
Almarine Cantrell is so strongly influenced by his
surroundings that he becomes the epitome of a mountain
man, developing a strong affinity for wild creatures.
Smith conveys her image of Almarine:

"He [Almarine) is

a quintessential kind of a type there [Smith's fictive
Appalachian Mountain country).
fits the setting so well.

He is just the man who

He's just th

mbodiment of a

certain kind of mountain man, to my mind" (Int rvi w).
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(Smith 25).

Indeed, the Appalachian setting employed by

Smith in Oral History determines Almarine's fate,
consequently establishing a pattern of tragedy for this
patriarchal character's posterity.

Figuratively, the

mountainous shadow that hangs over Almarine's beloved
Hoot Owl Holler symbolizes the pall of death hanging
over him and his progeny.
In relation to Almarine, the ominous shadow cast by
the three mountains falls next over an unsuspecting
young gypsy Pricey Jane, who comes to Almarine's corner
of the world and, in a whirlwind, marries him.

Before

the impending darkness violates these star-crossed
lovers' happiness, however, they live for three years
under benevolent skies, sheltered from the storm of Red
Emmy's vengeance.

During this peaceful time Almarine,

Pricey Jane and their children, Eli and Dory, are out of
harm's way in Hoot Owl Holler.

Even the oracle Granny

Younger, who knows that Red Emmy's retribution is
imminent, tells the reader that life is good for
Almarine and Pricey Jane in their holler:

"It done my

heart good just to pass by the mouth of the holler [Hoot
Owl] and look up that way, see clothes out on the line
and Almarine out a-working his land.

I recall how once

I passed there in the snow and it look d plumb like a
picture, cabin closed agin the snow, ic'cl
from the shakes, cedar tr es full of

now
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the "burying ground and the grassy windswept bald on the
top of Hoot Owl Mountain" (Smith 89).

Clearly,

landscape is important in Oral History because Smith
begins as well as ends "Book One" with descriptions of
the Appalachian scenery.
The first part of Dory's tragic story is told in
"Book Two" in the voice of Richard Burlage, who leaves
his city lifestyle far behind and comes to the rural
Appalachian Mountains to teach school and to find inner
peace and purpose, inspired by the pastoral setting.

In

the second· book of Oral History, the only voice is
Richard's--recorded in a journal, the vehicle Smith
utilizes to reveal his and Dory's doomed romance.
Through Richard's penned words the reader learns why he
has left his high-society lifestyle in Richmond,
Virginia, to come to the backward hills and hollers of
Appalachia.

In her article "City Folks in Hoot Owl

Holler: Narrative Strategy in Lee Smith's Oral History,"
Suzanne Jones explicates this early part of Richard's
journal:
Having grown up in Richmond surrounded, as he
[Richard] sees it, by the dead past of a
decadent southern aristocracy, his lif
bereft of meaning, b li f,
importantly M lissa, th

looks to App lachia a
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'There is an inescapable

recoup his losses:

appeal, I find in the very strangeness, the
very inaccessibility' (105).

Thus Richard

thinks of the journey to Hoot Owl Holler not
as just 'a simple geographical pilgrimage'
'but also a pilgrimage back through time, a
pilgrimage to a simple era, back--dare I hope
it--to the very roots of consciousness and
belief' (93).

(107-08)

In early September when Richard arrives in Black
Rock, Virginia, the seat of civility in that corner of
the mountains he has come to live in, he is full of
hopes and dreams, stimulated by the magical autumn
colors whirling around him in the hills and hollers.
Five months later when he leaves in the harsh, brittle
whiteness of winter, he is broken--physically and
emotionally.

Richard has lost not only the beautiful,

tragic mountain girl Dory, whom he has fallen wildly in
love with, but also his chaste principles and ideals,
firmly in place when he arrived in the rugged mountains
of Smith's fictive territory.

The alluring wildness of

both the Appalachian territory and Dory Cantrell
has invaded Richard's calm, rational demeanor, causing
him to lose sight of his virtuous mission.
What happen� to shatt r Rl h rd Burl g '
during the five month period h
Things appear to start out
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children.

He soon takes a particular interest in one

intelligent young boy Jink Cantrell, Almarine Cantrell's
son.
begin.

With this interest, however, Richard's troubles
Through his connection with Jink, Richard meets

the boy's older half sister Dory, who appears
unexpectedly at the schoolhouse door one resplendent
This occurrence changes Richard's

autumn afternoon.
life forever.

At first sight of the golden Dory,

Richard falls hopelessly in love with her: "Her [Dory's]
alabaster face is framed by the finespun golden curls,
almost like a frizz, about her head--hair like a
Botticelli!

Her eyes are deep, limitless violet.

lips are red and full" (Smith 116).

Her

The beautiful Dory,

overshadowed by Red Emmy's curse, smiles and unknowingly
draws Richard Burlage into the invisible web of darkness
surrounding her.

The mutual attraction between Richard

and Dory explodes in passion, leaving both of them spent
and Dory pregnant.

By the time Dory's family forces her

to leave Richard, he has become quite ill and is taken
back to Mrs. Justine Poole's boarding house in Black
Rock, where he began his relationship with the
Appalachian region.

After Richard is well, he is forced

to leave the mountains without his beloved Dory because
her half sister Ora Mae d-c iv s him.
by her paradoxical feeling

ow rd Dory, d

Dory the note Richard s nd · h r
Richmond with him.
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to tell Richard that Dory "ain't comin' now, and she
ain't comin' later, and she ain't never comin', and she
don't want to see your face" (Smith 165).

Tragically,

Dory never knows of this incident, nor of Richard's note
to her.

The intriguing mountains that brought Richard

to Hoot Owl Holler have lost their magic for him,
sending him away empty-handed and disillusioned.
Looking back at the beginning of "Book Two" at
Richard's train journey to the Appalachian Mountains,
the reader can see that Smith utilizes the landscape's
effect on Richard Burlage to foreshadow his whole
pilgrimage:
I [Richard] awakened in the dead of the night,
understanding immediately what this oft
encountered phrase actually meant:

at last.

The mountains!

of night!

the dead

Something akin to panic clutched at my throat.
Pale moonlight fell on a stretch of
landscape which reminded me of the
. I had

stormwhipped surface of the sea

never seen a view so cold, or strange, or
beautiful.

I felt a sense of awe and wonder,

and then of foreboding as we plunged down
through a stand of trees and th
gone, that lov ly land to n a
from my "'ight.

light h d
i

by m

(102)

At the end of "Book Two"
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side of the Appalachian landscape through the
descriptive use of purple shadows, just as she did
preceding Pricey Jane's death.

The effect that these

shadows and the lonesome landscape have on Richard is
recorded in his journal:
And so it is that I write these words in
transit, as I pass back across Virginia the
way I came.

It seems years since I made this

trip, and yet it has been a mere five months,
though I feel that lifetimes and lifetimes
have passed.

It appears I am the only one

awake in this whole car.

The light is dim,

nearly purple; the purple light and these
shadows sway with the ongoing rhythm, that
ceaseless clackety-clack.

Virginia rolls by

me darkly, beyond the window.

We pass through

a tiny station at full speed.

For a second,

the stationmaster himself is visible on the
lighted platform, hand raised in greeting,
Is this all there

mouth frozen in a smile.
is, all there ever is?

the moment of lighted

clarity, and then the rushing dark?
(Smith 166)
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of day, full of anticipation.

Conversely, he leaves

Appalachia in the dark of night, disheartened.
"Book Three" contains several voices, beginning with
Luther Wade telling of his devotion for Dory Cantrell
and ending with a short discourse by Richard Burlage,
which relates his seeing Dory (from a distance) after a
In nineteen twenty-four when Richard Burlage

long time.

leaves a pregnant Dory behind in Hoot Owl Holler, Luther
Wade marries her and adopts her illegitimate twin
daughters Pearl and Maggie.

Ten years later Richard

Burlage returns to the Appalachian Mountains as a
photographer, his new vocation.

His purpose for going

there is "to capture a bit of the past" (Smith 222).

As

a photographer controls the degrees of light and dark by
adjusting the camera's light meter, Smith uses these
elements in the landscape to focus on Richard's
perception of Dory and their (unknown to him) twin
daughters, captured in his pictures:
By this time [the arrival at Dory's house],
This series of

the light was nearly gone.

photographs has an indistinct, grainy surface,
as if coal dust [part of the landscape] were
blowing palpably through the air.
The first photograph shows the house it elf
with clothes flapping on th

lin
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frail and angelic:

They've got no business

here in this darkening yard.

The twins, their

dresses, and the wringer washer on the porch
all seem to glow in this photograph; the yard,
the house, the other children blurry and dark.
Finally Dory herself appeared in the
lighted rectangle of the door.
I drew my breath in sharply, clicking away.
But these pictures did not turn out because
the light had gone by then!

because Dory, at

the door, picked just that moment to turn her
head.

(233-34)

Richard dismisses his inability to capture Dory in a
lucid picture by saying:

"She [Dory] was reduced to an

indistinct, stooped shape, the posture of an older
woman--they age so fast in those mountains anyway--or
perhaps it was simply the angle of her head and the way
she stood at the door, her head a mere bright blur"
(Smith 234).

Smith's allusion to Dory's head several

times in "Book Three" is a foreshadowing of Dory's
tragic death, which occurs in "Book Four." Accordingly,
Dory's youngest daughter Sally, the sole speaker in the
fourth book of Oral History, relates the tale of her
mother's lamentable life.
In "Book Four" Smith utiliz

th
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up in a waiting dream" (243).

By employing the image of

darkness in this final book of the novel, Smith
manifests a presentiment that hovers over her fictive
Appalachian landscape.

This foreboding and its related

consequences are communicated by Sally in a series of
stories about her mother Dory and the effects of the
dark landscape on her.
The first tale is about Sally and her mother going
out to forage for coal after supper:
Most nights, after supper .

. I'd get the

lantern and Marna would get the bucket, and .

.

. we'd go out to the sidetrack which ran down
the mountain close by the house, and after the
train came by, striking sparks off the rails,
we'd go along the track picking up the coal it
spilled along the track.
"Mama, we've got enough now," I'd say finally,
but sometimes she didn't seem to hear, walking
head down into the wind.

"Mama!" I'd say.

A

lot of times, it was like she was listening to
something couldn't none of the rest of us
hear.

. I'd pull at her hand until finally

she turned back and then we'd walk the dark
track together, home.

(Smith 2 4 3)

Sally is a very perceptive child, for
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away from her family and the mountains that are
her home.
Nevertheless, before Red Emmy's revenge is
unleashed on Dory, Smith once again portrays Dory's
enigmatic mannerisms through Sally's girlhood voice:
Whenever Mama disappeared, I'd cover up.

She

used to go walking, see, not so much in the
first years but more and more as time passed
and we all got older.

Sometimes she'd be gone

for two, three hours, and sometimes more like
a day.

I don't think she planned it either . .

I didn't know where she went either, most
of the time, although when I followed her once
or twice just to see, it was noplace special,
down the spur line most likely, just walking
along by the tracks with her head cocked a
little bit like she might be listening out for
the train.

(249)

Indeed, Dory is listening for the train:

the train that

took her lover Richard Burlage away from her long ago.
However, neither Sally nor her siblings know about this
man who came into their mother's golden world and left
without her on the train, departing in the dark on the
spur line Dory visits.

Furth rmore, this spur lin

continues to draw Dory to it.
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Dory dies.

Sally relates this final episode in her

mother's life:
Mama was putting up stewed tomatoes.

We

had put up twelve pints, two batches, when the
thunder came.
The thunder rolled so hard it shook the
house.
And all of a sudden outside it got dark, so
dark it was just like night, and a cold wind
came up out of nowhere straight in the back
screen door where we were, and blew all around
the kitchen.
"Mama?" I said.

"It's fixing to rain."

When I turned back around, she was gone.
I finished canning the tomatoes that had been
cooking
It was just about dark by that time.

It

got dark in the kitchen and every now and then
the lightning flashed and then we'd hear the
thunder.

11

Must have hit someplace over on

Snowman [Red Emmy's home]," Maggie (Sally's
sister] said, meaning the lightning.
We sat in the dark

n

the rain came down,

making the awfulest racket on our tin
roof.
We all [Dory's family] ju t
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the train whistle down in the valley, and then
the squealing brakes.

(Smith 250-53)

During the furious, dark storm Dory lays her head down
on the spur line that she often visits.

Perhaps Dory is

listening for the train that took Richard Burlage away.
Consequently, she is decapitated by the train.

Dory's

tragic death results from the curse placed on her family
by Red Emmy, the witch from Snowman Mountain.

In this

final book of Oral History, as in the previous books,
Smith effectively uses darkness on the landscape to
symbolize the vengeance aimed at Hoot Owl Holler's
patriarch Almarine Cantrell and his posterity.

In

summary, Oral History is Smith's first effort at placing
her characters exclusively in her fictive Appalachian
territory.

Consequently, she uses this landscape as an

important influence on the characters who reside there.
Throughout the novel the various characters react to the
stimuli produced by the hills and the hollers--sometimes
in a positive manner, sometimes in a negative one.

Most

often Smith uses shadows and other elements of darkness
on the landscape to create the desired effects on her
characters.

However, no matter what reaction Smith

evokes, the reader is given the opportunity to explore
her fictive Appalachian territory, which
authentically as well as succ ssfully
fifth novel Oral Histor
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II.
Fair and Tender Ladies (1988), Smith's second novel
set exclusively in her fictive Appalachian territory, is
quite different from Oral History in several ways.
these aspects, three are particularly of note.

Of

First,

Fair and Tender Ladies is narrated in one voice only, as
opposed to Oral History, which is told in a number of
voices.

Second, Ivy Rowe, the speaker in Fair and

Tender Ladies, tells her story completely in the
epistolary form unlike Oral History, which follows a
traditional narrative format.

Third, the landscape and

the effects it generates on the characters are often
benevolent in Fair and Tender Ladies, whereas in Oral
History place typically plays a foreboding role,
producing malevolent effects on the characters.
To Ivy Rowe, the heroine in Fair and Tender Ladies,
home, family, and friends are the most important
components in her life.

In fact, Ivy draws a great deal

of inner strength from her home Sugar Fork, located in
the rugged Appalachian Mountains of Virginia.

Ivy

aspires to be a writer, but never leaves Appalachia.
Her daughter Joli, on the other hand, does leave the
mountains to become a writer.

Ironically, Ivy, the

letter writer, not her daught r, th
writer, is the true author in th

f mily.

discusses Ivy's relationshir with th
influence on her writing:
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She [Ivy) does draw a great deal of strength
from that [Sugar Fork, Ivy's home in
Appalachia), I think, even though her earlier
childhood was, by our life, certainly unhappy.
Still it was full of emotion and great
love .

. and so, she does draw a great deal
Of course,

of strength from it [home).
her daughter leaves to be a writer.

Whereas,

in my mind, Ivy stays, and she really is a
writer and her daughter never is.

(Interview)

Through her letters, written from childhood to old age,

Ivy portrays her genuine love for her home in the rugged
Appalachian Mountains, a place that inspires her as she
writes her lifelong letters to friends and family.
Similar to the format she uses in Oral History,
Smith divides Fair and Tender Ladies into books.
time she separates her work into five parts:

This

"I.

Letters from Sugar Fork," "II. Letters from Majestic,"
"III. Letters from Diamond," "IV. Letters from Sugar
Fork," and "V. Letters from Sugar Fork."

Each book is

titled after the name of an Appalachian location, with
three of the books set at Sugar Fork, Ivy's home place.
The fact that three of the five are plac d
affirms the premise that Sugar Fork i
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friends and family.

In her earliest letter Ivy writes

to Hanneke, a potential pen pal.

In this letter she

describes her home on Sugar Fork, a creek on Blue star
Mountain, by telling Hanneke about how her father
married her mother and brought her up to his home in the
mountains.

Ivy, who is very close to her daddy, shows

her own love for their home, vicariously, when she
portrays his love for Sugar Fork:
Daddy had lived up here farming all by
hisself since his own daddy died of his hart
and his momma died of the bloody flux and his
sister had maried and gone off and his brother
Revel had took to helling around so.
Sometimes Daddy wuld go down the mountain
somewhere and holp Revel with his business,
which is mules.
here direckly.

But then he wuld come back up
Daddy wuld, he dont love

noplace in the world he says like he loves
Sugar Fork.

(Smith 5)

Ivy goes on to tell Hanneke about her mamma's reaction
"She seed the

to Sugar Fork the first time she sees it:

shining waters of Sugar Fork go leaping off down the
mountain .

And she seed that this is a good big

double cabin here with a breezeway
the snowball bush in th
. It will do, John,
(Smith 6) .
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understand and respect her husband's unconditional love
for his home.
Ivy, however, develops a lifelong love for her
mountainous home:

a harsh, yet tender place.

As a

result, Smith's fictive landscape has a positive effect
on Ivy, for she writes of the beauty of her home in each
of her epistles in "I. Letters from Sugar Fork." Within
this book Ivy writes several letters to Mrs. Brown, her
young, pretty school teacher.

In one particular letter,

Ivy describes the captivating effect that the snow on
the mountainous landscape has on her:
It had froze all the previous nigt so when
I walked out ther Mrs. Brown, it was so pretty
that it like to have took my breth away.

Ice

just shining on each and evry limb of evry
tree and isickles thick as your arm hanging
down offen the house.

It was like I looked

out on the whole world and I culd see for
miles, off down the mountain here, but it was
new.

The whole world was new, and it was like

I was the onliest person that had ever looked
upon it, and it was mine.

It belonged to me.

(Smith 18)
The wondrous beauty of the vnowy land c p
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letters to various people.

In the last epistle of "I.

Letters from Sugar Fork," Ivy writes her deceased daddy
to tell him of the tragedies that have befallen their
family:
I reckon this to be the lastest letter I will
For I

ever write you in this world.

feel we have come to the end of all things.
We are picking up and moving on, Momma says we
have got to, I gess she is rigt but it pains
Daddy,

me so, for all I have loved is here.
Daddy I hate to leave you most of all.

When I

think of you laying up ther in yor little
gravehouse it hurts me almost past baring
it .
I want to tell you what all has happened.
Well you know that Babe [Ivy's brother] got
murdered and Silvaney [Ivy's sister] got sent
away, Victor [Ivy's brother) is in the Army,
Ethel [Ivy's sister] is working in town where
Beulah [Ivy's sister) and Curtis Bostick is to
be maried. See how many people this is, gone!
We will live in Majestic where Mamma's frend
Geneva Hunt has inherrited a big house, and
Momma and Geneva will tak
But Daddy I dont know a
May be I am lik
air, and

in bord r
I will lik
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of that, Momma says she wuld die first.
will only leave it for a while.

We

It is the

chance of a lifetime, Momma says.
So I am writting you this letter Daddy, to say
goodbye.

We will be back before you know it!

(Smith 74-5)
On the contrary, despite what Ivy believes and tells her
daddy in this epistle, she does not return to Sugar Fork
for a number of years.

Ivy leaves her beloved home in

the mountains as a child.

She does not go back until

she is a grown woman with a husband and a child of her
own.

However, Ivy never forgets her compelling need to

be on Blue star Mountain beside her precious Sugar Fork.
Thus, Smith's fictive landscape will draw Ivy home
someday, but not until she has experienced a difficult
life away from her girlhood world.
The second book of Fair and Tender Ladies, "II.
Letters from Majestic," opens with a letter from Ivy to
her sister Silvaney, who is confined to the Elizabeth
Masters Home in Roanoke, VA, because she is mentally
retarded and cannot be controlled.

Throughout this

novel, whenever she is troubled, Ivy writes to Silvaney.
Ivy knows she will never receive an answer, y t she is
t r.

comforted simply by penning words to her b lov
In this particular letter Ivy d scri
Majestic, VA, where she liv
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After Ivy becomes pregnant and Geneva and her momma
discover this matter, Majestic's landscape loses much of
its magical glow for Ivy.

In fact, harsh reality hits

Ivy when her frail mother dies, and she realizes that
she must leave Majestic.

Ivy's plans are disclosed in

this book's last letter, which like the first is written
to Silvaney, Ivy's silent confidant.

The letter

concludes with these words to her sister:
We are at war now.

Our country is at war but

I need a new start in life, so I am
leaving.
I am not sick anymore.

I feel strong. I feel

good, and I have to say I am excited to leave,
for you know I have always wanted to travel.
I am ready to get out of here!

So I will

close my trunk and pull my curtain and finish
this letter, and go.

Curtis [Ivy's brother-

in-law] said he wants to get on the road
before dark.

We will drive down the river

towards Kentucky, and cross the new bridge.

I

think that travel by night is exciting.
(Smith 125)
Thus, Ivy draws the curtain to a close on M jestic.

She

arrived here as a naive, uneducated child, who look d
out on the landscape and believed thi
the world was hers.
a "ruint"

Conversely,

(her description)

littl
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but sorn whet
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woman, ready to explore new horizons because she
realizes she must.

Smith's use of the element of

darkness in Oral History connotes maliciousness, but
thus far in Fair and Tender Ladies it suggests a more
benign state of being, as implied by Ivy's words:
"travel by night (dark) is exciting" (Smith 125).
However, in the next book of this novel the impending
darkness of death to a loved one, precipitated by the
coal mining landscape, motivates Ivy to return to her
beloved Sugar Fork, taking her new husband, Oakley Fox,
and her daughter, Joli, with her.
As Ivy opens and closes the second book of Fair and
Tender Ladies with letters addressed to her sister
Silvaney, she does the same in the third book, with her
first letter disclosing information about their older
sister Beulah, whom Ivy has come to live with in the
mining camp at Diamond, VA.

Ivy makes a comparison
"She

between herself and Beulah regarding Sugar Fork:
[Beulah] is serious, Silvaney.

She hates Sugar Fork

when she thinks of it, and yet I love it, now isn't this
She hates

odd? us being from the same family and all.
Sugar Fork and all the old ways"

Ivy, on

(Smith 130)

the other hand, loves the old ways her granny taught her
when she was a little girl,

living in h r beloved

This difference of opinion b tw
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Accordingly, landscape plays an important part in
the lives of those who live in Diamond, VA:

the more

important the worker for the Diamond Mining Company, the
higher up Company Hill he lives.

Curtis, Ivy's brother

in-law, works as a clerk in the company store;
therefore, he and his wife Beulah and their children
live in a higher tier on the mountain than the coal
miners.

Ivy writes to Silvaney that "Beulah is getting

so uppity" because of Curtis's elevated status (Smith
132).

Consequently, Ivy and Beulah do not get along

very well, which causes Ivy to tell Silvaney:

"I will

be so glad when she [Ivy's baby] gets here! Because the
truth is Silvaney, I am a little bit lonesome here in
Diamond, Va.

I know it sounds crazy to say so,

what with so many people .

. living on this mountain"

(Smith 137).
After her baby girl Joli is born, Ivy goes to work
in the company store to help pay her part of the living
expenses.

However, Ivy hates leaving her young

daughter, which adds to her growing dissatisfaction
regarding living in a coal mining camp.

Along with

being discontented, Ivy also becomes restless and seeks
some excitement in her life.

Thus, when Franklin

Ransom, the handsome, cavalier son of Diamond Mining
Company's superintendent, becomes inter std in

vy,

h

has a reckless affair with him. Ivy di r gard
admonitions from several people including O kl y Fox,

n
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old friend (the boy who gave Ivy her first kiss) from
back home on Blue Star Mountain, who is working in the
mines at Diamond.

Clearly ignoring numerous warnings

from friends, Ivy continues her relationship with
Franklin for quite awhile.
In the end, Smith utilizes the element of darkness
on the landscape twice to bring to closure Ivy's life
with Franklin as well as her life in Diamond, VA.

The

first instance occurs one morning as Ivy leaves
Franklin's father's house, which is at the zenith of the
mountain.

This peak location affects Franklin adversely

because living above all the other people in Diamond,
VA, increases his arrogance toward Ivy and everyone
else.

In the last letter of the third book, Ivy relates

to Silvaney what happened that morning:
I was on my way down the mountain to work .

.

I looked back up the mountain once and
saw Franklin Ransom standing out on the porch
with his shirt hanging open, watching me go, I
reckon.

I did not wave.

Behind him on the

mountain the dark clouds were piled up higher,
and the thunder rolled, low and lazy.
Lightning cut through the clouds.

This is the

next-to-last time I ever saw him.

(167-68)

Consequently, the dark clouds are

foreshadowing of an

impending tragic darkness on the land�cap

in th

of a cave-in and fire at one of Diamond's min

form
wh'ch
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impels Ivy to end her relationship with Franklin Ransom
and return to her treasured home on Sugar Fork.
In her epistle to Silvaney, Ivy relates that on the
fateful day the tragedy occurs the landscape inspires
her to enjoy the outdoors:

"Silvaney, you would not

believe what a beautiful day it was!

The prettiest day

of September, the prettiest day of the fall!

. the

trees over on Diamond Mountain shone out like flaming
jewels in the bright clear sunshine" (Smith 170).
Smith's employment of figurative language to describe
the trees in flame is contrasted dramatically with the
literal flames that cause death and destruction in the
coal mines.

Ivy describes the darkness that pervades

the landscape surrounding the mines:
By the time we got up there [Diamond Mountain)
it was nearabout dark and they had dug
through.
out.

They were bringing them [the miners)

The mine itself was a great charred

gaping hole with smoke still coming from it.
There was an awful lot of smoke and
yelling.

The only way they could

identify the bodies was by the check number on
them.

It

The men were black, smoking.

was starting to get dark.
It got dark.

Below

U"'
"'1

moving people black against th
(Smith 172) .

h
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Ivy waits through the dark night as the names of
men she knows are called out.
alive.

Some are dead; some are

She continues to wait, not wanting to leave,
"It was

finally realizing whom she is waiting for.

close to dawn and not many were left on the hill when
they called his name.

Oakley Fox!

The huge black

mouth of the mine yawned smoky and wide before me, and
three men came walking out.
(Smith 175).

Shortly after Oakley emerges from the dark

hole of the mine,
time.

One of them was Oakley"

Ivy sees Franklin Ransom for the last

"His [Franklin's J eyes burned holes in my body"

is what Ivy relates to Silvaney (Smith 174).

Smith's

use of darkness paints an effective picture of the
ominous setting Ivy leaves behind in Diamond, VA, when
she returns to Sugar Fork.

The third book of Fair and

Tender Ladies concludes with Ivy telling Silvaney about
her decision to go home:
Oakley and me got married.
And we will be leaving here.
We will go back to live in the house on Sugar
Fork, and we will come and get you too
Silvaney, and you and me will clean the house
together and scrub the floors with creek
gravel, and clear the dead leav s out of the
spring. And we will get chick n
run up on Pilgrim Knob, and cut
weeds, and plant a gard n.
pretty work.

L

(Smith 174)

and 1 t th m
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Thus, in the last two books of Fair and Tender Ladies,
Ivy will compose all of her letters from her beloved
Sugar Fork, where she lives out the remainder of her
life.
Early in the fourth book of the novel in a letter
to Beulah, Smith illustrates how the landscape of Sugar
Fork makes Ivy happy:
Oakley and me got married.

You know we

have ended up back here on Sugar Fork, and
Oakley is farming which he has always wanted
to do, so far it is hand to mouth but we are
happy.

I know how much you hate Sugar Fork,

and I can see for why, but oh Beulah if you
could see it in the spring.
The apple trees behind the house were like a
rolling sea of sweet pink clouds.

The rosy

bush by the front steps is still in bloom, and
the lilac by the back door never had so many
blooms.

It is beautiful up here.

Try to

think of me like this, in all these flowers . .
(182)

Ivy is in tune with her surroundings at this point in
her life, contented to be home.

Conversely, there will

come a time when Ivy will turn her back on her familiar
environment and leave her family b I ind.
However, before Ivy's m tamorpho i ,
her as a mountain woman, learning th

folkl

m.L th p

y
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land from her dying granny.

In a letter to Silvaney,

whom she has not written in years, Ivy relates that when
she was so tired and depressed shortly after Lulda, her
second girl, was born, their granny came to see her to
help her regain her strength:
It was March again, and a cold wind blew in
little fits and starts.
We went looking for sallet greens.
You have got to purify your blood, Granny
said, and get your strength back.

And she

showed me how to find the little bunches of
watercress growing in the rocky falls of Sugar
Fork on up by Pilgrim Knob, and she showed me
where to find the little green spears of poke.
We chopped dandelions no bigger than
your little finger.
We sat in the sun above the creek and she told
me what the greens are for.
Now .1_yy_,_ MY attention.
Remember, she

Look at me, Granny said.
said, and I have .

and I have always

remembered, and now in the spring of the year
I go out and gather the greens the way she
told me, and boil them like she said, and giv
everybody a good dose of bitt r
want it or not.

Th

of the greens takes m

straight

ha p

wh th
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the rock ledge and Granny said, .l.Y.Y....e_
Remember.
And I have remembered.

I remember everything.

(Smith 194-95).
This close connection with the land that Ivy experiences
is a natural phenomenon for Appalachian natives, who
have an affinity for folklore and the old ways.

In

Smith's fictive country, Ivy is able to emulate these
characteristics.

Smith exhibits another side of Ivy,

however, as the years go by.

know I used to have so much spunk.
spunk some way.
time .

"You

Ivy writes Silvaney:

Well, I have lost my

It is like I was a girl for such a long

all of a sudden I have got to be an old

woman, with no inbetween"

(Smith 193).

Ironically, in a

way, Ivy is trapped by her beloved landscape.
Consequently, Ivy is searching for her "inbetween" when
she meets a man who lures her away from her home and
family to go in search of happiness.

In her last letter

of the fourth book of Fair and Tender Ladies, Ivy tells
Silvaney about walking off one day with a bee man, Honey
Breeding, and living with him at the top of a mountain
for several days, forsaking Oakley and their children.
Besides Honey Breeding's beguiling hold on Ivy, she is
also mesmerized by the magnificent land cap
below the mountain peak.

Ivy relat s to

effect the scenery has on her:

�pr

d out

ilv n y th
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From where we stood, we could see for miles.
I thought I could see Sugar Fork but I
couldn't be sure, there was lots and lots of
hollers, and I saw them all, valley after
valley, ridge on ridge, Bethel Mountain
beyond--but now for the first time I could see
over top of Bethel Mountain to another
mountain, blue, purple, then mountain after
mountain, rolling like the sea.
beautiful.

It was so

(Smith 225)

At this pinnacle Ivy achieves freedom from the darkness
below.

Eventually, Honey decides that it is time for
Ivy tells Silvaney:

Ivy and him to leave the mountain.
"I would of stayed up there.

I would of stayed with him

until I starved to death and died, I reckon, living on
love.

I would have stayed right there with him if he

hadn't made me leave, and that's a fact" (Smith 236).
Unfortunately, when Ivy returns home from her
imprudent sojourn, she discovers that her daughter Lulda
has died while she was away.

Ivy is beside herself with

grief over the loss of her little girl.

This anguish

becomes more intense when Ivy looks out at the landscape
behind her house where Lulda is buried:

"I

rushed through the breezeway to the b ck of the house
but stopped dead when I saw the lilac.
sounded strong in my ear.

Never 1 t

tall enough to shade .9.
it II (Smith

2 4 0)
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about the landscape to bring dramatically to a close the
fourth book of Fair and Tender Ladies.

Although Ivy has

been at odds with who she is and the place she has
chosen to spend her life, in the final book of this
novel she will make peace with herself and her
surroundings.
Thus, in the fifth book, Smith portrays Ivy as an
aging woman who finally accepts her destiny:
on Sugar Fork, regardless of what happens.

to remain
Therefore,

in her letters Ivy communicates a serenity that she has
not displayed for a long time.

For example, in a letter

to Silvaney Ivy talks about her and Oakley enjoying
their time together on Sugar Fork:
Last night we went walking after dinner as we
have taken to doing lately, down the holler to
the road and down the road to where Bill [one
of their sons) has cleared the new field, and
it was one of those summer nights when the
mist rises up real thick and soft from the
creek, and lots of lightning bugs were
blinking.

(Smith 269)

Later in this letter, Smith shows how Ivy has come full
circle from a period of darkness in her r lationship
with her husband Oakley to on

of lighth art

You know Silvaney, it is a funny

n
h'n

that time I ran off with Hon y
not hurt, with me and Oakl y.
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for me ever since, some way, and me for him .

.

Back when I was lost in darkness, it was
not so.

For when you are caught so far down,

you can not imagine the sun, or see a ray of
sunshine any place.
stands before me

But now Oakley
. He is the same old

Oakley yet he is different, I can not explain
it.

I am yearning towards him always.

Of

course Oakley doesn't say much, he never did,
(Smith 270-71)

but I have got used to it now.

This particular letter to Silvaney illustrates how Ivy
has at last achieved a feeling of fulfillment with
Oakley and their marriage.

Ironically, the next letter,

written to Ivy's oldest daughter Joli, bears a grievous
message:

Oakley has died.

The brief epistle ends with

a reference to Oakley's burial place:

"His grave is

high next to my own father's, facing East so he will see
the sun rise and can look upon Bethel Mountain as
always"

(Smith 275).

In the same way that Smith

portrays the importance of Pricey Jane's grave placement
in Oral History, she places Oakley's in Fair and Tender
Ladies.

For Smith's Appalachian characters, devotion to

their loved ones is intertwined with land, both before
and after death.
vy

In the remainder of Fair and �T-��
continues to write her letters from Sug r · rk,
out far across Virginia with h r word , bu
staying on her beloved mountain.

At on

tim

lw y
Ivy
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contemplates going to Florida with her brother Victor
and sister Ethel:

"Ethel says to me, 1..YY..,__ you ought to

come too, and I did think about it some, but I said No.
I cannot feature me being there, and said so.
right here, I told Ethel.
(Smith 283).

1 belong

I've got things to do!"

Consequently, Ivy is still right there on

Sugar Fork when she dies as an elderly woman some twenty
years later.
In the next to the last letter of the novel, Ivy
writes to Joli to tell her that she has burned all the
letters she wrote over a lifetime to her beloved
Silvaney, and even though she has known that "Silvaney
died in the Elizabeth Masters Home in the great flu
epidemic that took so many lives.

since Victor

came home from the war [World War I]

. it didn't

matter.

Silvaney, you see, was a part of me, my other

side, my other half, my heart" (Smith 313).

In this

same epistle Ivy tells Joli about how the landscape
looks as she stands outside in the snow and burns
Silvaney's letters:
Now and then I would stop and look all around,
but you know how quiet the land lies in the
snow.

And it all looks different.

The shape

of Pilgrim Knob looked diff r nt, and B thel
Mountain down below hung in wr athy m·
even the shape of the orchard
different, strange and n w.

n
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was kindly exciting!

It was a new world, with

even the shape of it changed.
Ivy Rowe has come full circle.

(Smith 314)

Long ago, as a young

girl, she wrote a letter about standing and looking out
over the snow covered landscape surrounding her home on
Blue Star Mountain.

In this earlier letter she also

spoke of the beauty of the world around her and how it
was "new."
Ivy's last letter is written to her Silvaney.

It

is a dreamy letter with spaces left unfilled; one she
does not complete.

The last words she pens tell of her

lifelong association with and love for the mountains:
I thought once I would go to Boston and see
the sights, instead I have lived here on this
mountain I climbed it once, I went as high as
you can go

. The hawk flys round and

round, the sky is so blue.

I think I can hear

the old bell ringing like I rang it to call
them home

oh I was young then, and I walked

in my body like a Queen (Smith 316-17)
In conclusion, it is evident that Smith attributes great
significance to place in Fair and Tender Ladies because
she brings this novel to fruition with Ivy's final words
telling about her beloved horn

Sugar Fork.

A

in Oral

n

History, Smith's fictive Appalachi n t rritory
important factor in the success of Fair _n_
Ladies.

r
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III.
The Devil's Dream (1992), Smith's third novel
placed in her Appalachian territory, is different from
Oral History and Fair and Tender Ladies regarding place.
Unlike the two earlier novels, The Devil's Dream is not
set exclusively in Appalachia.

Also, some of the main

characters in this novel are not bound by place as they
are in the former two.

In fact, some of them leave

their familiar locality behind and travel to other parts
of the United States, making new lives for themselves.

When they relocate, Smith moves her setting to their new
location.

Therefore, in Smith's eighth novel, The

Devil's Dream, place takes on a new dimension.
Appalachia is at the heart of the novel, but it is not
the only place that the characters act out their dramas.
This does not indicate that place is not an important
factor in The Devil's Dream, however.
Smith confirms the significance of place in The
Devil's Dream, whose major theme involves the country
music industry (which evolves from old mountain songs):
Country music is all about place and that book
[The Devil's Dream) certainly is
about place.

. all

And to my mind what is so

interesting about it is

. what I conceive

to be the reality of it, which is th t th
music arises frorn th

i

plc c , and .i.

from conditions of enormous h rd�hip
poverty and so on.

So then ther

will

and
om
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along somebody who is just dying to get out of
there and go on and make it big, but then as
soon as they do, they always are singing about
the place.

Suddenly it is idealized, but they
(Interview)

can never go back there.

Two major characters who can never go back home to
Grassy Branch, the main Appalachian setting of the
novel, are Katie Cocker and Johnny Raines.

Once they

achieve independence from home, they are unable to
return there and be their former selves.

Before Smith's

characters in this novel are able to separate themselves
from the mountains, however, their ancestors will have
to lay the ground work for them.
Smith uses her familiar format in dividing The
Devil's Dream into five books which span approximately
one hundred and fifty years.

The first two books are

primarily about characters who are bound to their
Appalachian home; the last three are about characters
who are not.

The Devil's Dream is similar to Oral

History with its many speakers yet unlike Fair and
Tender Ladies, which has only one voice.

Many of the

voices in The Devil's Dream are spoken in first person,
but some are third person omniscient.
The first book,

"I.

This World Is Not My Hom ,"

establishes the family tree for th
characters in The Devil's Dr am.

r
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and there he keeps her.

Recalling a visit to Cold

Spring Holler in his youth, Old Man Ira Keen, the first
speaker in the book, describes in his mountain dialect
the lonesome place where pretty Kate lives out her
married life:
I looked around good.

Hit struck me how

lonesome the cabin was, set back in the cedar
trees thataway, despite her children a-playing
all around the steps.

Hit was kindly dark

back there, and the cold wind come a-blowing
through them cedar trees with a sighing sound,
a crying sound, real mournful-like.
With the leaves offen the trees, you could see
how close the mountain rose up there behind
the cabin, and how rocky and mean it looked.
Kate's

Now that is Lone Bald Mountain.

cabin was mighty close to the mountain, to my
mind, and mighty far removed from the rest of
usuns living around here.

(Smith 24-5)

Kate, who comes from a musical family, is like a
captive in her holler, kept there by the geography as
well as her fundamentally religious husband Moses, who
forbids her the pleasure of playing the fiddle and
singing.

Conversely, Moses wanders the Appalachian

hills and hollers all of his life, "'e r hing for
from God to signal him to preach: a
finds.

ign wh i. h h

Eventually, Kate can no longer d ny h

inclination and plays music in Moses'
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discovers when he returns unexpectedly one day.

There

ensues a terrible scene, precipitating the death of
their eldest son Jeremiah, who runs away and falls off a
cliff.

As a result, their other son Ezekiel grows up

hating music.

He marries Nonnie Hulett, who carries an

unborn illegitimate son, not his, when she takes him as
her husband.

This son R. C. Bailey, whom Ezekiel raises

as his own, is the cornerstone of the next generation of
the family as well as the founder of the family music
business.

In summary, in this first book of the novel,

Smith portrays characters who are tied to the
Appalachian landscape, symbolizing a form of subjugation
to place.

However, in the next book she begins to give

characters the determination to leave.
The second book,

"I I .

Down By Grassy Branch," is

set on Ezekiel's old home place Grassy Branch, where all
his children, including R.C., are born.

Unlike the

original home place at Cold Spring Holler, which is
forbidding and lonesome, the one at Grassy Branch is
quite different.

In the adult voice of Lizzie,

Ezekiel's oldest daughter, a serene picture of Grassy
Branch is painted as she recalls the home she left in
her endeavor to serve as a Red Cross nurse in
World War I :
As if it were yesterday, I
on the gentle hill,
cabins really

a larg

our hou
doubl

the wid- por h ov

n,

1
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the yard and the little road, hardly more than
a path, which winds around that bend following
Grassy Branch itself.

I can see the wildflowers that grow in
profussion all along the road.

I can

smell the sweet wild perfume of the
honeysuckle whenever I close my eyes

. and

I still hear Grassy Branch itself, running and
gurgling along over the big rocks where I sit
in the sun and dangle my feet in the clear,
cold water.

Even in the house we can hear

Grassy Branch--it sings us to sleep each
night.

(Smith

90)

Lizzie is the first character in The Devil's Dream to
demonstrate the resoluteness necessary to leave behind
the familiar Grassy Branch to pursue a different life.
Even though Lizzie does leave, she is still drawn in her
heart and thoughts to her home in the Appalachian
Mountains of Smith's fictive country, a landscape which
continues to have an effect on her.
Lizzie's oldest brother R. C. immortalizes the name
Grassy Branch when he starts the family music business.
He names the family's female musical group, which
includes his wife Lucie, the Grassy Branch Girls and has
"Down by

them sing one of his original compo ition
Grassy Branch."

R. C. loves music, th

o d hymn

ballads as well as his own song , but h

l

Thu

h

mountain home place Grassy Branch.

n
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commercializing the family's music will help support the
large extended family up on Grassy Branch, for which he
serves as the patriarchal figure.
Lucie, on the other hand, is affected differently
than R.C. by the landscape that comprises their home at
Grassy Branch.

When they go to Bristol, Tennessee, to

promote their Grassy Branch music, Lucie feels an
undeniable loss for what they are about to give up.
Smith verbalizes Lucie's feeling regarding place:
I think there's a moment .

. at the Bristol

sessions when Lucie starts crying, and that's
. that they're going to

when she realizes

have to share the landscape.

The landscape to

my mind implies the whole culture and it's
like this isn't going to be ours [the Bailey
family's] anymore, and we're going to have to
share.

Therefore, we're going to lose

it in a certain way.

(Interview)

Thus, in the second book of The Devil's Dream, the
characters manifest different emotions for their home
Grassy Branch.

Consequently, even though Lizzie leaves

physically, in her mind she remains at Grassy Branch.
Smith focuses the third book,

''III.

Flowers In The

Meadow," on one character:

Rose Annie Bail y Ru h, R.C.

and Lucie's only daughter.

Because

h

in a family of five brothers, Rose Anni
When she is an adolescent, she fall

i
i.

th

only g'rl
poi

in lov- w

d.
Johnny
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Rainette, her cousin by marriage and singing companion
in the Grassy Branch Quartet.

They carry on a secret

affair and Rose Annie becomes pregnant.

When her father

discovers she is carrying Johnny's child, he runs Johnny
off.

Rose Annie is taken to Chattanooga where the baby

is born, dying shortly afterward.

After returning to

Grassy Branch, Rose Annie works for awhile and then
marries Buddy Rush, a former schoolmate, but she never
gets over Johnny.

Therefore, when Buddy builds Rose

Annie a new house, her one request--a big picture
window--is influenced by her longing for Johnny.
Being able to survey the landscape around her house is
very important to Rose Annie:
I want a big picture window in the front so I
can look up and down the whole valley, but I
never said why, of course.

The reason is that

I've always somehow had this idea that Johnny
might come back here sometime looking for me
It's crazy, I know.

If he was going to,
I like

he would've done so a long time ago.

this window, though, I like to sit right here

I

and see people coming up the road.
like to watch my children playing.
watch the weather.
nice.

I like to

This window is real

(Smith 153-54).

Rose Annie is not sitting at the pictur- win
reconnects with Johnny, however.

She i

little ceramic shop when she hears one o

w wh n

ittin
hi� hit

'n h
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h
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on the radio, and she is gone.

The landscape can hold

her no longer.
The fourth book of The Devil's Dream, "IV.
Rockabilly: Get Hot Or Go Home," opens with Johnny,
known in the country music business as Blackjack Johnny
Raines, singing in a seedy nightclub outside of
Shreveport, Louisiana.

Since R.C.

forced him to leave

Grassy Branch, he has had his ups and downs.

Right now

Johnny is experiencing one of his down periods, but he
has no desire to return to his old life in the
Appalachian Mountains of Virginia.

The narrator's

caustic words attest this lack of desire:
The only thing out there waiting on anybody's
horizon is some land someplace, seems like
everybody else is always singing about going
home.

Well, forget that too.

Blackjack Johnny has
hates farms.

Because

. been there.

He hates dirt.

He

He hates waking

up in the middle of the night out in the
country and when you look out your window it's
all dark, man, no lights.
likes lots of lights.

Blackjack Johnny
(Smith 166-67)

Smith once again, as in Oral History and Fair and Tender
Ladies, uses darkness on the landscape as a negative
effect on a character.

When Johnny reunit

with Ro

Annie, they do not return to Grassy Branch, but,
instead, settle in Nashville, Tennessee--wh r

thy
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become known as the "King and Queen of Country Music."
Their affair ends in tragedy, however, when Rose Annie,
Who has been emotionally unstable for years, murders
Johnny for cheating on her.

Accordingly, place has a

f atalistic effect on both characters.

Perhaps, had they

n ever left their provincial home region, their
relationship would have been more harmonious and would
not have ended in disaster.
The last book of The Devil's Dream, "V.
Cocker Tells It Like It Is,"

Katie

which is mostly a

flashback I is told in the voice of Katie Cocker, R. C.'s
great-niece.

She, too, grows up on mountain music and,

like Rose Annie and Johnny, is a member of the gospel
singing group the Grassy Branch Quartet.

Also, similar

to both of them, she leaves Grassy Branch and can never
go home although she tries once.

Unlike Rose Annie and

Johnny, however, Katie succeeds at making a good life
for herself away from the familiar mountain region, but
not before she is on intimate terms with failure and
sorrow.

Place is important to Katie, but she will not

be confined by it.
As a child, Katie realized that her mamma Alice
always wanted to keep her close by geographically.
is evidenced in Katie's words:
to a fault.

"Mamma was home-loving

Didn't want to go anywh r

1

, or do

anything else, the complete opposite of Vi:r. i
sister].

This

Mamma wanted to stay put, and

or

else to stay put, too, and for everything to

[h r h
yon
lw y

t y
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the same''

(Smith 219-20).

Therefore, when Katie recalls

leaving home with her Aunt Virgie in search of stardom
in Richmond, Virginia, she says of her mamma,

"I know

Mamma didn't understand that it was as hard for me to go
It hurt her, my

as it would have been for me to stay.
leaving like that.
do.

I was just doing what I had to

But it would never be the same between me and Mamma

again .

11

(Smith 222).

In Richmond, Katie does not become a star, but she
does marry a young man and have a baby girl.
Unfortunately, the baby Annie May contracts polio and
Katie's husband Hank leaves them, annulling the
marriage.

When this happens, Katie tries to go home to

Grassy Branch, but it does not work.

"I

Katie says,

had not been in that house [her mamma's] two months
before I saw that it would never work, that I'd go stark
raving mad there.
(Smith 237).

Nothing had changed.

Not one thing"

Katie is adversely affected by the old

home place and her mamma's countrified ways.
Consequently, when Virgie asks Katie to join her and her
singing group the Raindrops in Charlotte, North
Carolina, she gives it a great deal of thought.
Eventually, Katie can no longer tolerate the suppression
she feels in her mamma's home on Grassy Branch.
the old familiar landscape behind, Katie t k
to Charlotte.

Leaving
Anni

From then on Katie is a wayfar r, f r

from Grassy Branch.

My
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Throughout the latter part of the fifth book of The
Devil's Dream, Katie travels from one end of the country
to the other.

At one point she ends up in Shreveport,

Louisiana, the same town Johnny Raines had been in,
where she gets involved with Wayne Ricketts--another
ticket to unhappiness.

Shortly after Katie meets Wayne,

she comments on the difference in the landscape in
Louisiana and back home in Virginia:
I followed him [Wayne] out the door like a
zombie, out into Louisiana.
in the last of the sun.
looked in,

The lake was red
Any direction I

I could see distance--the swamp

across the lake, the twinkling lights of the
cars way out on the highway.

I was used

to mountains, hemming me in, holding me back.
But Louisiana stretched out as far as I could
see.

(Smith 251)

Katie likes the open spaces and does not plan to be
restrained by the Appalachian mountains back home in
Virginia ever again.
Several years later after Wayne dies in prison,
Katie moves to Nashville, Tennessee, where she makes her
first album and appears on the Grand Ole Opry.

Later

she spends some time in California, but leaves when she
realizes that the landscape and lifestyle there
definitely not for her.

r

When Katie return� to

Nashville, she takes up with another music' n R lph
Handy, whom she soon marries.

They have twin boys Se n
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and Shane and settle in a big house out from Nashville.
They also buy a bus and travel extensively with their
country music band.

Life is good for Katie, but,

unfortunately, it does not last.
accident, Ralph is killed.
and Tender Ladies,

In a tragic bus

As in Oral History and Fair

Smith utilizes the landscape to show

the importance of burying a loved one in a particular
location.

Katie relates this idea in her words:

"I

insisted on having Ralph buried by the pond, where he
loved to fish, and where I can look out my bedroom
window and see his grave" (292).
At the conclusion of the last book of The Devil's
Dream, Katie is once again traveling around the country
in her music group's bus.

No one geographical place is

really home to her, for she says: "To tell you the
truth, I'd rather be here [on the bus] than home in
Nashville, where there's too much stuff that keeps
happening, that you have to deal with" (Smith 302).
Smith sums Katie's feelings up when she says:
"She's [Katie is] singing about [home], but she just
doesn't have to be there anymore" (Interview).
In conclusion, Smith sets three of her eight novels
in her fictive Appalachian country.

Two of these, Oral

History and Fair and Tender Ladies, are pl ced
exclusively in this territory.

The oth r, 'I'h

Dream, is located in Smith's Appalachian t rrito y
well as other regions of the United States.

L

In
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three books, though, the characters are affected by
place.

Oral History's Almarine Cantrell and his

descendants are influenced mostly by negative forces on
the landscape.

Conversely, the main character in Fair

and Tender Ladies, Ivy Rowe, has many positive
experiences with the landscape, particularly on Sugar
Fork--her home place.

The last of the three novels, The

Devil's Dream, presents a number of characters, such as
Katie Cocker and Johnny Raines, who have ambivalent
feelings about their childhood home.

Even though there

are differences in these novels, Smith's keen
sensitivity to the Appalachian landscape and its people
enables her to place her characters in her fictive
country.

The success of her novels set in Appalachia is

a testimony to this declaration.

/

Conclusion

Lee Smith is an author who is well known for her
novels set in the Appalachian Mountains of Virginia, the
rural region where she was born and reared.

Smith has

not always placed her characters in this territory,
however.

In fact, her first novel, The Last Day the

Dogbushes Bloomed (1968), written while Smith was a
senior at Hollins College in Roanoke, Virginia, has no
specific setting.

Conversely, The Devil's Dream (1992),

Smith's latest novel, focuses on place and its
relationship to country music:

"Country music is all

about place, and that book [The Devil's Dream) certainly
is .

. all about place" (Interview)

In the interval

between Smith's first and last novel, she wrote six
others.

Two of these, Oral History (1983) and Fair and

Tender Ladies (1988), are set exclusively in her fictive
Appalachian country.

This fictive setting did not

exist, however, until Smith realized, after a number of
years of writing, that her home region and its heritage
were subjects in which her readers would be interested.
Smith credits several authors with influencing her
decision to place her novels in her familiar Appalachian
landscape.

While a college student, Smith studied such

well-known Southern writers as Eudora Welty, Fl nn ry
O'Connor, Carson Mccullers, and William Faulkner,
whom influenced her writing in some way.

However,

11
it

0
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was a less known Appalachian author named James Still,
whose work Smith discovered on her own in the library,
who had the greatest influence on Smith regarding place.
It is Still whom Smith emulates when she sets her novels
in the heart of Appalachia.

Still's novel River of

Earth {1940), which mentions Smith's hometown Grundy,
Virginia, made such an impression on Smith in guiding
her to place her characters in Appalachia that she keeps
a copy of it with her wherever she may be.
Similar to Still's mountain characters, Smith's
characters who reside in the Appalachian hills and
hollers of her fictive territory are brought to life on
the pages of her novels.

The story of Dory Cantrell,

the golden beauty in Oral History, is followed
throughout the novel--from Dory's happy birth to her
tragic death years later:

a death resulting from a

witch's curse placed on her father when he was a young
man.

Ivy Rowe, the heroine in Fair and Tender Ladies,

keeps the reader involved in her colorful life through
her epistles, written to family and friends over her
lifetime, spanning some seventy years.

In The Devil's

Dream the reader watches Katie Cocker, who leaves her
Appalachian homeplace far behind, grow from a fledgling
country music singer to a big time Grand Ole Opry star.
All three of these characters, along with numerous
others in Smith's novels set in Appalachia, ar
of Smith's fictive country.

produ t

Their lives ·re int rwov n

with the irregular texture of the Appalachian landscap
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that Smith creates for each of them.

Some of these

characters are bound by the geography of this
landscape while others are set free by it.

Smith

confirms this premise in the following statement:
All those books [Oral History, Fair and Tender
Ladies, and The Devil's Dream] go together in
my mind, and, in a funny way, it has to do
with possibilities and it has to do with
women, too.

Somehow, in my mind, they go from

Crystal being completely imprisoned the way
she is in Black Mountain Breakdown [one of
Smith's novels set on the fringes of
Appalachia] to Katie [The Devil's Dream] in
that bus,

zooming across America and just

calling the shots.

She's singing about home,

but she just doesn't have to be there anymore.
(Interview)
Consequently, Smith's earlier characters who reside in
her fictive Appalachian country are much more bound by
landscape than her later ones.
In summary, it is important to note that Lee Smith
has come a long way since her first novel, The Last Day
the Dogbushes Bloomed (1968), where she provides only a
barren landscape for the heroine Susan to act out her
story.

In contrast, by the time Smith writ

History (1980) she places her character
the Appalachian Mountains:

a colorful

in
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landscape, which becomes known as "Lee Smith Country."
Furthermore, in her last novel The Devil's Dream (1992)
Smith finally constructs a setting that provides
limitless possibilities for her characters, whether they
choose to remain in the rural Appalachian Mountains or
venture out into the world, leaving the familiar
landscape behind.

Thus, Smith has truly achieved her

goal: reporting about her Appalachian heritage as well
as creating characters and places to bring it to life.
Indeed, place is an integral component of Lee Smith's
fiction set in Appalachia.

L
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